Abstract
INTRODUCTION
The regression models with a dependent qualitative variable, called qualitative choice models, rise special problems of statistical inference, unlike the classical regression models. The simplest model of qualitative choice is the linear probability model (LPM), but its estimation by the least squares method is done with the violation of some hypothesis related to normality and heteroscedasticity errors, the probability domain and the significance of the coefficient of determination as a measure of the quality adjustment. Logit and Probit models perform better than the MPL model, especially through ensuring a nonlinear relation between the probability of occurrence of the studied event and the explanatory variables of the model. However, these two models have some limitations related to the size of the sample, which must be big enough, to the heteroscedasticity of errors, multicollinearity of the independent variables etc.
In this paper, we present an empirical study of heteroscedasticity in the Logit model. In the presence of the errors heteroscedasticity, the estimators of regression parameters obtained by the least squares method are consistent, but not efficient. Maddala and Nelson (1975) proved that, ignoring the heteroscedasticity in the models with limited dependent variables, the resulting estimates are not even consistent (Maddala, 1999, p. 178) . Therefore, the regression parameters can be underestimated and overestimated with the misinterpretation of the results and the wrong use of the model in taking decisions or in forecasts.
The empirical study of the relaxation of the heteroscedasticity hypothesis in the Logit model is performed for the data regarding the conjuncture balances in the industry in Romania, in the period January 2005 -November 2011. These data are obtained from the business surveys realized by the National Institute of Statistics, in following sectors of the economy: industry, services, construction and retail. The conjuncture surveys are qualitative, and their purpose is to analyze the dynamics of the short and medium term economic indicators. The percentual conjuncture balances, formed on the basis of the estimations made by companies' managers, are used to estimate the direction of changes in the economic activity, but not their dimension.
Taking into consideration the significance of the conjuncture balances, it is adequate to consider this variable, in the Logit model, like a latent dependent one, to whom a binary "observable" variable is attached. The independent variables from the model are represented by the factors that determine the forming of the conjuncture balances in the manufacturing industry by influencing the opinion of the companies' managers. Managers' estimations are influenced by the internal factors of the company as well as the external ones, economical, technical, political, demographical, psycho-sociological etc. The following economic external factors are analyzed, describing the national, European or worldwide economical climate: the industrial production index ( Romania and UE27), the consuming prices index, the unemployment rate (Romania and UE27), the volume of imports, monetary policy interest rate, OPEC Basket price, the business climate in the euro area. A necessary step in the identification of the independent factors of the regression model is testing the causality between these factors and the dependent variable. A simple causality test is the Granger test, which is limited by the assumption of linearity and stationarity of variables. Toda and Yamamoto suggested a development of the Granger test, solving the stationarity problem. The causality between the analyzed variables is tested with Toda Yamamoto test. The obtained results are used for the description of the variation of the industrial conjuctural balances in relation to the causal factors, using the Logit models.
Despite that, in the past years, major developments have been made in the estimation of the discrete choice models, there are still unsolved problems. One of these problems is the evaluation of the effects of breaking different hypotheses. We will analyze the heteroscedasticity effects in the Logit model by comparing the results of the models with and without heteroscedasticity, estimated for the data presented above.
Data processing is made with the SAS program, QLIM procedure. This procedure is dedicated to the analysis of the regression models with discrete, censored or truncated, dependent variables and includes models with heteroscedasticity, univariate and multivariate, i.e.: linear model, Logit, Probit, Tobit etc.
Researches on the relations between confidence indicators and the national and European industrial production and others macroeconomic indicators have also been carried out by J.J. Vanhaelen 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND STATISTICAL DATA
We intend to identify the best model which explains the forming of the conjuncture balances in industry according to the macroeconomic indicators, following the next steps: i) testing the causality of the independent variables over the dependent variable; ii) identifying the statistically significant Logit models; iii) comparing the results and choosing the best model.
Issue of causality
In the regression analysis, the existence of the relationship between a dependent variable and one or more independent variables doesn't involve the causality between them. A relatively simple test to verify causality is the Granger test.
Taking into consideration two stationary time series, X 1 and X 2 , the Granger causality consists in testing the bivariate linear autoregressive model (Granger, 1969 , p. 431):
where u 1t , u 2t are two uncorrelated white-noise series.
In the first equation, the variable X 1 is given as a function of its past values and those of the variable X 2 ; a similar situation is encountered in the case of the second equation. According to the decision rule, if the coefficients of the lagged variable X 2 from the equation describing X 1 are jointly significantly different from zero, then X 2 is causing X 1 . Similarly X 1 is causing X 2 if some δ j is not zero.
The Granger causality is limited by the assumptions on the exclusive dependency by respect to the observed variables, and on the linearity and stationarity of variables. The developments of the Granger test were brought by Sims (1972), Toda and Yamamoto (1995). The empirical relevance of the Granger causality is sensitive to the specification of the model, and to the number of lags.
The most difficult problem of the Granger causality test consists in demonstrating the cointegration of the variables and also the estimation of the VAR model when the variables are integrated. The version proposed by Toda -Yamamoto relaxes the stationary hypothesis, through a statistical inference methodology which offers valid estimation parameters even if the VAR model is not co-integrated.
The approach of the Toda Yamamoto procedure is as follows: i) the maximum order of integration (d max ) of the variables from the model is determined, with the ADF test (Augmented Diskey-Fuller) ; ii) the optimal length of the lag (k) for the VAR model is identified, on the basis of the criterions Final prediction error (FPE), Akaike information criterion (AIC), Schwartz information criterion (SC), Hannan -Quinn information criterion (HQ); iii) the VAR model of order k d p   is identified; iv) the causality Granger test is applied for the VAR model of order p. According to the decision rule, if the probability associated to the calculated value of the Wald test is smaller than assumed risk  = 0,05, the null hypothesis is rejected, and the independent variable is the Granger cause for the dependent variable.
Binary Logit model
The regression models with a binary dependent variable require the estimation of the probability that a certain event occurs by predicting a binary dependent outcome according to a set of independent variables. The linear probability model is not realist in most of the cases, because the statistical properties of the estimators obtained under the linearity hypothesis are not respected. The solution of this problem consists in using the models with nonlinear probability, Logit or Probit.
The Logit model defines the probability i p by a nonlinear relation related to the independent variables, like:
where p i represents the probability that the analysed event occurs; Z i represents a linear function of independent variables,
is the cumulative logistic distribution function.
To facilitate the interpretation of the results, the model is linearized with respect to the independent variables and to the model parameters by the logit, which is determined as a logarithm for the odds ratio, as follows:
Features of the Logit model: i) the probability p i varies between 0 and 1, the logit has real values,  
L
; ii) L logit is linear by respect to the independent variables X, the probability p i is not linear; iii) the interpretation of parameters in logit equation is done similarly to the classical linear regression; iv) for the estimated values of the regression parameters 
The estimation of the regression parameters is done by the Maximum Likelihood Estimation, which consists in maximizing the logarithm of the likelihood function (Maddalla, 2001, p. 178). For a sufficiently large sample, the estimators of the regression parameters are asymptotically unbiased, efficient and normally distributed. The signification of the regression parameters is tested, like in the classical regression case, with the t test.
A 
The relaxation of the heteroscedasticity hypothesis can be done expressing the errors variance as a function of the independent variables from the model. The functional form of the errors variance can be:
, with or without a constant term. The QLIM procedure from the SAS program performs the estimation of the Logit model with heteroscedastic errors, in the forms specified above.
When estimating Logit models, the multicollinearity hypothesis is very difficult to achieve given the fact that in the modeling practice there are multiple interconditioning relations between the economic variables (Jula, 2010, p. 171 
Description of data
The conjuncture balances are obtained from the conjuncture surveys realised by the National Institute of Statistics, in the European program "The Joint Harmonised EU Programme of Business and Consumer Surveys". The surveys shall be based on representative samples in the fields of industry (2000 economic agents), construction (1610), retail trade (2110) and services (2492). The size of the samples has been established so that the maximum admitted estimation error to be of % 5  at a total sector level. We analyze in this paper the conjuncture balance regarding the estimation of the production activity in the next 3 months, in the manufacturing industry. The balances are obtained based on the company managers' estimates regarding the evolution tendency of the economical activity, with the versions: i) growth; ii) stability; iii) decrease. To obtain aggregate results, companies' answers are rated with the selection variable, the number of employees. The percentual difference between the extreme alternatives (% increase -% decrease) represents the conjuncture balance, which expresses the evolution trend of indicators from the reference period. The National Institute of Statistics interprets the conjuncture balances related to the following thresholds agreed: to % 5  relative stability; from % 6  to % 15  moderate increase, respectively, moderate decrease; from % 16  to % 40  increase, respectively, decrease; over % 40  accelerated increase, respectively, accelerated decrease. The balances indicate only the direction of the occurred changes or the changes that are due to happen in the economic situation. Taking into consideration this aspect, we consider adequate the transformation of the "balances" variable in a binary variable, with the following codes: 0 for the conjuncture balances less or at most equal to 0%; 1 for the conjuncture balances that are more that 0%. In this paper, the balances regarding the estimation of the production activity in the next 3 months will be symbolized with EPI and the binary variable created for EPI, will be symbolized with EPI_binar.
The national, European and global economic context influences the opinion of companies' managers in estimating the production activity in the next 3 months, in the manufacturing industry. We will analyse the following macroeconomic indicators, specifying between the brackets the symbols used in the paper: industrial production index in Romania (IPIRO) and UE27 (IPIUE), indices of consumer prices in Romania (IPCRO), unemployment rate in Romania (RSRO) and UE27 (RSUE), official interest rates (RD), imports volume in Romania (IRO), Romania's trade balance (BCOM), OPEC Basket price (OB). Together with these macroeconomic indicators, the business climate indicator for the euro area (BC) is analysed, as an aggregate indicator obtained by processing the data from surveys of conjuncture in industry.
THE RESULTS OF THE ECONOMETRIC ANALYSIS

Testing the causality with Toda Yamamoto procedure
The selection of the factors that contribute to the forming of the balances regarding the production estimation in the next 3 months is done by testing the causality between the macroeconomic indicators considered and balances, covering all the steps presented at section 2.1 of the paper.
a) The stationarity of the variables is tested with Augmented Dickey Fuller (ADF) test (Gagea, 2009, p. 130 ). The obtained results are presented in table 1.
Except the BCI factor, all the other factors are integrated of first order, I(1). The causality between these factors and EPI is tested with the Granger test for BCI and with Toda Yamamoto procedure, for the factors I(1).
b) The selection of optimal lag length implies the estimation of all bivariate VAR models between EPI and the considered factors, to a maximum indicated lag. Choosing the optimal lag is done by criteria minimization: final prediction error (FPE), Akaike information criterion (AIC), Schwartz information criterion (SC) and Hannan -Quinn information criterion (HQ). The obtained results are presented in table 2, column 2.
c) The VAR model of p = d + k order is estimated, where d represents the maximum integration order of variables in the model, and k is the optimal lag length of the VAR model (table 2, column 3). d) For VAR models resulting from the step (c), the Granger test is applied in order to test the causality between variables. The null hypothesis of the test assumes that the X 2 variable, in our example the macroeconomic indicator, is not causing the X 1 variable, EPI. The causality it is also tested in reverse, which means that the X 1 variable is not causing X 2 variable.
The obtained results and the decision are presented in table 2, columns 4 and 5. The Granger cause factors for EPI are identified: IPIUE, RSUE, OB, BCI. In the following analysis only these factors will be kept, but other factors will be analysed, that can determine only the sense, and not the level, of the dynamics of the EPI phenomenon. 
Description of variation of industrial conjuncture balances using Logit model
The EPI variable is transformed in an EPI_binar binary variable, with the following values: 0 for conjuncture balances that are smaller or equal to 0%; 1 for conjuncture balances greater than 0%. The Logit models are identified, describing the variation of the EPI_binar variable, depending on the cause variables identified at section 3.1.
The existence of collinearity between IPIUE, RSUE, OB, BCI variables is tested. It is found that the IPIUE variable is collinear in relation to the other 3 variables. Two Logit models are estimated: the first, with independent variables RSUE, OB, BC; and the second, with the IPIUE independent variable. a) Logit model estimation results with RSUE, OB, BC independent variables lead to the elimination of OB variable, which has a regression coefficient that it is not statistically significant. 
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In the following, this Logit model will be called M1. The sign of the regression coefficients indicates that the forming of the conjuncture balances regarding the estimation of the production activity in the next 3 months in the manufacturing industry in Romania is negatively influenced by the UE (27) unemployment rate and positively by the business climate in the euro area. The absolute value of the regression coefficient corresponding to BC is greater than the value of the RSUE variable's coefficient, indicating the fact that BC has a stronger influence over the EPI_binar than RSUE.
In order to study the M1 model's heteroscedasticity, the graph of squared residuals is analysed (Figure 3 
Comparing the coefficient of the models M1 and M2, their sign remain the same, while their value is greatly increased. Therefore, by correcting the heteroscedasticity, independent variables explain better the variation of the dependent variable.
Comparative graphical analysis of observed and adjusted series with M1 ( Figure 1 It is noted that the graphical and the numerical analysis of the results of the conjuncture balances estimations in the industry, according to the business climate in the euro area and the unemployment rate in UE(27), indicate the improvement of the Logit model with heteroscedastic errors.
CONCLUSIONS
The regression models with a discreet dependent variable are affected, in general, by heteroscedastic errors. In this research we aimed to capture this aspect taking as an example the adjustment of the Logit model of the conjuncture balance regarding the estimation of the production in the manufacturing industry in the next 3 months, in Romania, according to the macroeconomic indicators.
We started from the hypothesis that the national, European and worldwide economic climate influences companies managers' opinion above the development of the production activity.
Granger causality indicated a few determinant factors for the conjuncture balances, which are: industrial production index in UE (27), unemployment rate in UE (27), OPEC basket price and the business climate in the euro area. The last aggregate indicator is obtained, as the conjuncture balances, based on the conjuncture surveys. The data obtained from the conjuncture surveys have the advantage of providing information regarding the dynamics of the economic activity, by sector and by total, before the releasing of official statistics data. Since there are qualitative data, they provide information about the direction of evolution of the phenomena and not about their dimension.
The collinearity analysis of the independent factors led to the identification of two Logit models for explaining EPI_binar function of the factors indicated by Toda Yamamoto procedure: a bifactorial model, with BC and RSUE independent factors and a unifactorial model, according to IPIUE. In this paper we decided to present the first model, although the factor with the strongest influence over EPI is IPIUE.
For the bifactorial model, the graphical analysis of the square of residuals indicated an exponential evolution of their dispersion and it has been decided to include in the model the dispersion of the errors in exponential expression in relation to BC. The models, with or without heteroscedasticity, were compared by graphical and numerical methods. The graphical representations indicated the moments for which the models provide positive and negative false correlated with the BC dynamic. As indicated by the value of its regression coefficient, the BC factor has a stronger influence over EPI comparing to RSUE.
All methods used for comparing the two models (the graphical method; the information criteria; pseudo-R 2 indicators; correct and incorrect percentage of classifications) indicated the superiority of the model with specified heteroscedasticity compared with the model without heteroscedasticity.
We plan to continue this study with the prognosis analysis of the industrial production index function of industrial conjuncture balances, in Romania and at EU (27) level.
